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Abstract - Excessive magnitudes of compressive stress exerted on gastrointestinal tissues can lead to pathological scar tissue or adhesion formation, bleeding, inflammation or even death from bowel perforation and sepsis. It is currently unknown however, at exactly what magnitude of compressive stress that these pathologies occur. A novel simple compressive device was engineered to provide an objective means of producing discrete compressive stresses on human tissues. Samples of human large intestine (colon) were removed from consenting patients as a part of their standard surgical procedure. These samples were compressed with a range of loads normally produced by standard laparoscopic graspers in representative abdominal surgeries. After compression, specimens were processed for histological analysis and assessed. The two independent pathologists who were blinded to stress magnitudes were both able to quantify increasing tissue damage that corresponded to increasing amounts of compressive force. A threshold between 350-450 kPa was discovered that corresponded to both significant serosal thickness change and a positive histological trauma score rating. Whether the tissue injury quantified is pathologic is subject for future in-vivo longitudinal investigation but certainly based on literature, can be the basis of pathological adhesion formation or an area for hemorrhage and scar formation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laparoscopic or minimally invasive surgery (MIS) approaches have been adopted for a wide range of procedure types in general surgery, urology and gynecology [1]. This is because the use of thin laparoscopic tools inserted through small keyhole incisions in the abdominal wall can reduce overall trauma and blood loss and subsequently decrease patient pain scores when compared to an open surgical approach. Postoperative complications such as infection, tissue herniation and wound dehiscence are also decreased as the surgeon can avoid creating large open incisions [2]. However, the switch from open surgery to MIS has introduced new challenges for surgeons and can increase certain types of surgical errors and complications [3]. The largest difference between the two surgical approaches is the relative loss of direct sensory feedback to a surgeon’s hand.

In open surgery, a surgeon can directly touch and manipulate delicate gastrointestinal tissues with their fingers. Intuitively they can sense and modulate how much pressure they are exerting in exquisite detail. With the adoption of laparoscopic surgery however, there is: a) an estimated decrease between 8- and 20-fold in palmar sensory stimuli when using a laparoscopic tool and b) a loss of operative workspace as the tight working constraints of the trocar and closed abdominal cavity equals to a significant loss in degrees of freedom [4], [5]. Adjusting to these constraints takes time and surgical residents have a steep learning curve to surmount. In fact, a patient’s risk of an adverse surgical event occurring is significantly associated with a surgeon’s experience and number of previous surgeries performed, with the risk being highest in the first 50 cases they perform than in their next 30 [6], [7].

Learning laparoscopic skills requires many hours of
specialized practice and simulation by residents to address the steep learning curve associated with this change in workflow. The Society of Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES) is currently recommending that all residents demonstrate competency by successfully finishing the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) course [8]. The FLS course uses laparoscopic tools for specific tasks in a box trainer. The FLS exam combines a written component with a timed and scored laparoscopic skills evaluation in the box trainer. Surgical educators often use FLS scores to grade residents demonstrate competency by successfully finishing the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) course [8].

Surgeons (SAGES) is currently recommending that all training programs also do not evaluate objective measures of precision are taken into account, not a single task has its force measurements assessed or graded [10]. Current surgical training programs also do not evaluate objective measures of force for trainees in regards to the physical forces they exert intraoperatively on tissues [11]. This is remarkable because it misses a critical component of the recreation of the surgical environment: safe tissue handling.

A. Injury and adhesion formation due to inappropriate mechanical stress

It is estimated that surgery contributes to almost 50% of all patient adverse events and 13% of all hospital-related deaths. However, studies show that most of these adverse events are preventable [12]. The two most commonly injured tissues in laparoscopic surgery are the small bowel (55.8%) followed by the large bowel (38.6%) with an overall incidence of laparoscopy-induced GI tissue injury of 0.13% but a high mortality rate of 3.6% [13]. Injury due to inappropriate mechanical stress occurs when force magnitudes on tissues exceed a safe threshold. For example, when grasping tissue for elevation, exposure or movement, excess force exertion at the grasper's jaw can cause inadvertent compression and necrosis of that tissue. Grasper design also plays a large role in how stress concentrations are generated. de Visser et al., notes that grasper jaws with unsuitable rounded-off edges and sharp grip profiles can lead to very high pressure peaks in colon tissues. This can lead to colon perforations either intraoperatively or 2-5 days after a procedure and can cause potentially fatal peritonitis and sepsis [14]. Laparoscopic grasper use accounts for a 2-4% risk of injury to structures such as the bile duct and bowel, which is significantly higher than that in open abdominal surgical approaches [15]. In fact, Tang et al., showed that the majority of human errors found during laparoscopic cholecystectomy were related to graspers and 11.3% of these errors were of significant consequence and was directly from excessive force exertion [12]. To design safer laparoscopic instruments, knowledge of the maximum local amount of pressure a tissue can endure is necessary. Pressure by a tool jaw is determined by the size of the contact area and the distribution of the pinch force over this area.

Excessive magnitudes of force exerted on gastrointestinal tissues can lead to: pathological scar tissue formation, bleeding, inflammation, coagulation and loss of function [3]. Long-term unintended consequences such as infection and sepsis can occur as well due to a local breach of the bowel’s protective barrier. This results from the interruption of the blood supply to the tissue and crushing of intracellular structures [16]. One of the most studied side effects of inappropriate surgical forces is the formation of intestinal adhesions. Peritoneal adhesions are found in up to 93% of patients post intra-abdominal surgery [17]. Adhesions can cause a number of significant clinical problems including bowel obstruction, chronic abdominal pain, infertility and organ tissue injury, leading to higher rates of morbidity and mortality post-surgery. They occur from trauma to serosal surfaces and the subsequent altered complex healing cascade that occurs 7-10 days after surgery [18]. Once a serosal surface is disrupted, during the wound healing inflammatory process, mesothelial cells recruit cells that express fibrin. If there is an imbalance between the degradation of fibrin and procoagulatory factors, then a fibrin clot is formed, leading to permanent fibrous band formation [17]. These fibrin bands can form the basis of attachment of neighbouring structures such as intestinal loops or the abdominal wall. Kalff et al. also looked at surgical compression of the bowel in a rat model and found that inappropriate compression decreased electromechanical activity of the gut and caused mucosal sloughing, loss of architecture and inflammatory changes. They found that the degree of gut paralysis was proportional to the degree of trauma and cellular infiltration which supports the hypothesis that postsurgical ileus is a result of an inflammatory response to grasper trauma from leukocytes and macrophage populations [19].

B. Establishing the relationship between compressive force and gastrointestinal tissue trauma

A relevant literature search demonstrates that determining the mechanical properties of soft tissue is not a trivial task [20]–[25]. Soft tissues have very low resistance to deformation in their physiological rest state and even careful handling can cause them to deform and change their perceived initial length. Therefore, tissue deformation is a complex matter and still the subject of much research. Tissue modeling via numerical methods such as finite element analysis (FEA) which predicts how objects react to real-world forces, is considered complex because of the non-homogeneous, anisotropic, non-linear, and elastic viscous behavior of the biological tissue [20]. There are also discrepancies between material properties obtained from different approaches or test geometries. Standard procedures need to be adopted in the field of soft tissue analysis to achieve and maintain accuracy [26].

There are numerous papers that characterize the mechanical properties of various gastrointestinal organs. However, most papers or textbooks focus on the properties of animal (especially porcine or rabbit) tissues, because of the legal, ethical and logistical issues surrounding the use of human organs. For example, examining Rosen et al.'s and De et al.'s foundational papers, this University of Washington group designed a customized grasper to quantify stress magnitudes and developed a database of the average elastic and relaxation parameters of a variety of porcine.
gastrointestinal organs [16], [22]. Kalff et al. looked at surgical compression of the bowel in a rat model and found that inappropriate compression decreased electromechanical activity of the gut and caused mucosal sloughing, loss of architecture and inflammatory changes. They found that the degree of gut paralysis was proportional to the degree of trauma and cellular infiltration which supports the hypothesis that postsurgical ileus is a result of an inflammatory response to grasper trauma from leukocytes and macrophage populations [19]. Chandler et al. designed a novel compressive device to produce objective grasp forces on porcine colon with six different loads (50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 kPa) and three different load rates. They analyzed the colon tissue post-grasp via histology for significant tissue compression. They found that significant tissue thickness change occurred at pressures above 150 kPa [27].

There is currently a severe dearth of human data that specifically correlates laparoscopic grasper compression force and gastrointestinal injury via cellular examination under a microscope (histology). A histological analysis where a pathologist directly visualizes cellular change and can objectively quantify tissue damage is the gold standard for truly understanding the effects of compressive stress on organs. There is only one study that was found to date that specifically looked at compressive forces on human bowel but this study did not feature a histology component. Heijndijk et al. compressed both porcine and human small and large bowels with a pinching lever device. A pertinent outcome that this group found in humans, was that there were large inter-individual variation and that bowel strength could differ by a factor of two between patients. This means that the highest perforation force in the study was twice as large as the lowest. Due to this large variation in bowel strength, forces that could be safely applied to one patient may cause an inadvertent perforation in another. This is extremely important to reflect upon, as it seems that human tissues may have a very large range of acceptable forces; lower thresholds of this range must be incorporated into the practice of surgical tissue handling [28].

C. Study design

A novel compression device was engineered to provide an objective means of applying discrete pressures on human tissues to induce compressive mechanical stress. A study to test the device was approved by the Research Ethics Office of St. Michael’s Hospital (SMH REB #15-299) in Toronto, Ontario. Samples of large intestine (colon) were removed from five consenting patients as a part of their standard surgical procedure. No extraneous tissue was removed for the express purpose of this study. Two pathologists (CS, CR) were responsible for examining all tissue removed, preparing all histological sections and analyzing all slides under the microscope.

The purpose of this study is twofold: a) to test a prototype device that is capable of producing compressive stress on human gastrointestinal tissues in a range of forces used intraoperatively and b) to establish preliminary data on the relationship between compressive stress and tissue trauma in these tissues. To our knowledge, we will be the first group to correlate different levels of pressure and its effect on tissue trauma in human large intestine.

II. METHODS

A. Compression device design and fabrication

The simple crush apparatus for tissue (SimpleCAT, Fig. 1) is a straightforward novel device that produces an even pressure in compression on tissues. It consists of an upper platform where standardized weights are loaded, a U-shaped frame with linear rails and guide carriages that are Frelon-lined and self-lubricating to allow the platform to translate up and down with low friction (McMaster-Carr, Aurora, Ohio, USA). A horizontal flat pin plat, rather than an actual grasper jaw was used to induce stress because actual grasper jaws have numerous different geometries and hinge mechanisms, all with different local stress concentration patterns with the highest area of stress closest to the hinge mechanism. A flat pin plate would allow a pure analysis between the relationship between compressive stress and tissue damage without any confounding factors.

![Fig. 1. Left: Computer design of the SimpleCAT. Right: the final, machined SimpleCAT, made out of anodized aluminum.](image)

The frame and upper platform were both machined out of 6061 aluminum and then anodized for easy sterilization and durability. The upper platform consists of a cylindrical weight loading area that ends in a circular end pin tip and two support braces. The weight of the upper loading platform (107.4 g) was made as light as possible to produce a minimum pressure well below the reported average amount of force exerted on tissues by surgeons during a standard abdominal laparoscopic procedure which is 8.52 ± 2.77 N as reported by De et al. [29]. This minimal weight was purposely chosen so that the experimental focus would be on loading the upper platform with standardized weights to produce controlled pressures. All pressures reported in this paper include the pressure generated by the weight of the upper platform.

To compress a tissue sample, a small square piece of extra low-lint cellulose fiber paper was laid on the base and a sectioned specimen (10 mm x 10 mm) placed on top. This paper was used to prevent the specimen from moving or slipping when compressed.
The specimen was positioned visually under the location where the upper loading platform’s end pin tip would compress it. The platform’s end tip pin was precision milled to a diameter of 5.0 mm and surface area of 19.64 mm² so that precise stress calculations could be performed (Fig. 2). The pin tip was painted before every compression with a thin layer of blue tissue marking dye (#1003-5 Blue, Davidson Marking System, Minnesota, USA) so that when the pin tip made contact with the tissue, it would be easy to identify the area of compression for slide creation and subsequent microscopic analysis. Standardized weights were loaded onto the platform (Fig. 3). The more weight loaded (force) corresponded to a greater amount of pressure generated at the pin tip and therefore mechanical tissue stress (Equation 1).

\[ \sigma = \frac{F}{A} \]

(Equation 1)

The weight platform was manually lowered until the tip was right above the specimen and then lightly released by the experimenter’s finger until the pin made direct contact with the tissue. The platform was then allowed to fully compress the tissue. Contact with the tissue is confirmed by the use of a feeler gauge. The platform was allowed to make contact with the tissue for 10 s and then was raised. This time parameter was chosen because Brown et al. notes that 95% of grasps in three common laparoscopic bowel-handling tasks occurred for a duration of 8.86 s ± 7.06 s or less [30].

After each tissue specimen was compressed with a load condition, the two pathologists would immediately process each sample for histological analysis. The order the samples were compressed in was randomized, and the order of tissue processing was also blinded. Local control measurements were taken from the areas of tissue that were not compressed.

C. Histological and statistical analysis

Tissue processing and staining was performed in the surgical histological suite of St. Michael's Hospital in Toronto, Ontario. Tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. A 4 micrometer thick section was cut and the tissues were mounted to glass slides. Sections were chosen that were parallel to the direction of the applied pressure induced by the SimpleCAT. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for visualization of overall changes in morphology and cellular architecture.

Slides were scanned at 400x and analyzed using Aperio ImageScope (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Two damage metrics were utilized: an intestinal layer thickness calculation where the serosal (outermost) layer was measured in the area of compression (C) and compared to a local control (LC) region that was not compressed as a percent deformation (Fig. 4) and a histological scoring scale for tissue trauma. Serosal thickness was specifically targeted for quantification because it is serosal disruption that is hypothesized as the basis of adhesion formation. Adhesions can cause a number of significant clinical problems including bowel obstruction, chronic abdominal pain, infertility and organ tissue injury, leading to higher rates of morbidity and mortality post-surgery. It is hypothesized that trauma to serosal surfaces and the subsequent altered complex healing cascade can lead to permanent fibrin bridges that can form the basis of intestinal adhesion attachment to neighboring structures such as other intestinal loops or the abdominal wall [17].
The histological scoring scale was created by the two pathologists in this study, as we were unable to find a suitable pathologist-validated scale endorsed in the literature. The criteria for the scale is outlined in Table 1.

The two pathologists, who were blinded to all experimental conditions, quantified serosal thicknesses and individually graded each slide and an average of the two grades served as the final tissue trauma score. Serosal thickness measurements were performed at the center of the area of compression (as visualized on processed histological slides via the dye applied to the pin tip). This is because the center region is the most representative of the average stress of the weight platform pin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trauma Score</th>
<th>Cellular Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 0</td>
<td>Nuclei of serosal and bounding muscularis externa cells are smooth, oval and uniformly shaped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Elongation and mild hyperchromasia of nuclei in muscle/connective tissue in both the serosa and muscularis externa, but in less than 50% of cells in our region of interest (ROI), representing slight trauma to the cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Clear and significant damage to the serosa and muscularis externa layers, with more than 50% of nuclei in the cells in our ROI appearing significantly elongated and thinned and there is the presence of multiple hyperchromatic nuclei.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1

Tissue Trauma Scoring Criteria

The ability of the SimpleCAT’s upper platform to linearly transmit force to the tissue via the pin tip was tested using a high precision scale at all loading conditions within the linear rail system. The maximum force transmission loss with the system was 2.5% at 200 g, which decreased to 0.4% at 1200 g.

B. Demographics

Five patients undergoing elective laparoscopic surgery were included in this study (Table 2). All patients had large intestine (colon) tissue removed. There was a 3:2 split between females and males and the average patient age was 66.4 years.

TABLE 2

Patient Demographics
C. Serosal thickness measurement

Five measurements were taken of tissue thickness of the serosal layer in the area of compression and five measurements were taken in an adjacent non-compressed local control area. Multiple data points were sampled for each patient to counteract histology artifacts due to slide processing that can shrink or warp tissue presentation on slides. Percent deformation (rather than an absolute delta in micrometers) was used to compensate for the natural variation that occurs in human colon thickness between patients as evidenced by previous ultrasonography experiments [31].

![Graph showing average percent deformation plotted for all 5 patients at each stress condition in a bar graph (above) and box plot (below). There is a clear relationship between an increase in stress and a corresponding increase in tissue deformation.](image1)

At other stress conditions such as 350 kPa, there is the presence of outliers that skew the top whisker upwards from the IQR range.

D. Histological tissue trauma score

![Representative histological sections for each tissue trauma score. There were no slides in this study that qualified for a grade of 3. Note the decrease in serosal thickness as indicated by the green measurement on each slide and increasing amount of cellular elongation and hyperchromasia of the nuclei as stress increases.](image2)
The two pathologists individually rated each slide and then an overall average score was assigned to each slide and loading condition. The two pathologists had a 100% trauma score agreement rate on all rated slides.

There was a marked increase in trauma score rating between the 350 and 450 kPa stress conditions, similar to the serosal thickness percent deformation. There were no assigned trauma scores of 3 because at no stress condition was there tissue perforation to the muscularis layer.

### E. Statistical analysis

A series of individual t-tests were conducted between the five serosal control measurements and the five compression site measurements at each stress condition to determine significance (Table 3), where p-values ≤ 0.05 are indicated by bold text and missing values indicate that the slide was unable to be analyzed due to poor orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>T-TEST RESULTS BETWEEN CONTROL AND COMPRESSION SITES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our analysis, all 5 patients had a significant p-value starting at 450 kPa. This is higher than the minimum pressure of 150 kPa that Chandler et al.'s group found for damage to the porcine colon, but their measurements were for the mucosal and muscle layers of the colon and did not focus on serosal change as they had this layer of tissue stripped [27].

Comparing the two metrics (Fig. 9) we can see a clear correlation between high trauma score rating and large tissue deformation. Furthermore, there is a large separation between the two groups of significant and non-significant change.

Heijnsdijk et al., found that human small bowel tissue perforates at a force of 10.3 ± 2.9 N, which on our experimental setup would equal 528 kPa ± 150 kPa [28]. This is lower than our highest tested compressive stress. However, it is hard to draw meaningful conclusions in comparison to Heijnsdijk’s work because we do not know the dimensions of their crush pin for their experimental set up; surface area of the crush pin largely influences its ability to damage or penetrate tissue. Colon tissue also tends to be thicker and stronger than small bowel tissue in humans [31]. One conclusion we can draw however is that full-thickness perforation of the colon occurs at compressive stresses greater than 650 kPa.

### IV. DISCUSSION

This paper aimed to test a simple device that is capable of producing compressive stress in human tissues. As far as we know, we are one of the first groups to publish data based on the relationship between compressive stress and human gastrointestinal tissue trauma via a histological analysis.

In these preliminary results, it is clear that tissue damage correlates to how much force is exerted on that tissue in compression. The two pathologists who were blinded to all experimental conditions, were both able to quantify increasing tissue trauma amounts at increasing pressures. From our data there is a clear threshold between non-significant and significant serosal thickness change between 350 and 450 kPa. The histological trauma score rating also demonstrates a threshold within the same range. Thus, compressive tissue trauma occurs between these compressive stresses. The high variance between 350 to 550 kPa suggests that the exact threshold however is patient-dependent, thus a conservative cut-off would be 350 kPa.

Whether the tissue injury quantified is pathologic is subject for future in-vivo longitudinal investigation but certainly based on literature, can be the basis of pathological adhesion formation or an area for hemorrhage and scar formation. While more experimentation is needed to further explore inter-individual variation between humans and their
tissue characteristics, these pilot data points can help inform the force limits of a new generation of smart sensorized laparoscopic graspers that can integrate intraoperative stress boundaries to ensure that surgeons are restricted to utilizing only safe amounts of force. Results need to be viewed in context of the limitations of an ex-vivo study however, as there was an inability to acquire useful in-vivo data such as neutrophil recruitment or long-term adhesion formation as visually verified in future in vivo animal procedures.
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## Build of Materials for the SimpleCat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Product Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>U-Shaped frame and weight platform</strong></td>
<td>Machined out of 6061 aluminum via hospital machine shop, then anodized</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anodized aluminum guide rails x2</strong></td>
<td>12 mm wide guide rail for high temperature sleeve bearing carriage; 120 mm rail length</td>
<td>McMaster-Carr 9880K12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sleeve bearing carriage x2</strong></td>
<td>High temperature sleeve bearing carriage for 12 mm wide rail</td>
<td>McMaster-Carr 9880K2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>316 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screw</strong></td>
<td>Thread Size: M3 Thread Pitch: 0.5 mm Length: 12mm</td>
<td>McMaster-Carr 9290A117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>316 Stainless Steel Hex Nut</strong></td>
<td>Size: M3 Pitch: 0.5 mm Width: 5.5 mm Height: 2.4 mm</td>
<td>McMaster-Carr 94150A325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>316 Stainless Steel Pan Head Phillips Screws</strong></td>
<td>Size: M3 Pitch: 0.5 mm Length: 50 mm</td>
<td>McMaster-Carr 9016A188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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